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• Translated from the Portuguese by Margaret Jull Costa and Robin Patterson

Too Much of Life:
The Complete Crônicas

Clarice Lispector

The things I’ve learned from taxi drivers would be enough to fill a book. They 
know a lot: they really do get around. I may know a lot about Antonioni that 
they don’t know. Or maybe they do even when they don’t. There are various 
ways of knowing by not-knowing. I know: it happens to me too.

The crônica, a literary genre peculiar to Brazilian newspapers, allows writers 
(or even soccer stars) to address a wide readership on any theme they like. 
Chatty, mystical, intimate, flirtatious, and revelatory, Clarice Lispector’s pieces 
for the Saturday edition of Rio’s leading paper, the Jornal do Brasil, from 1967 
to 1973, take the forms of memories, essays, aphorisms, and serialized stories. 
Endlessly delightful, her insights make one sit up and think, whether about 
children or social ills or pets or society women or the business of writing or 
love. This new, large, and beautifully translated volume, Too Much of Life: The 
Complete Crônicas presents a new aspect of the great writer—at once off 
the cuff and spot on.

“In 1967, Brazil’s leading newspaper asked the avant-garde writer Lispector 
to write a weekly column on any topic she wished. For almost seven years, 
Lispector showed Brazilian readers just how vast and passionate her interests 
were… Indeed, these columns should establish her as being among the era’s 
most brilliant essayists. She is masterful, even reminiscent of Montaigne, in 
her ability to spin the mundane events of life into moments of clarity that reveal 
greater truths. Superb, wonderfully obsessed with exuberance and what it 
unlocks and reveals.” —PUBLISHERS WEEKLY
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In the magnificent feast of Clarice Lispector’s 
books, her crônicas—short, intensely vivid 
newspaper pieces—are the delicious canapés

The great Brazilian writer CLARICE LISPECTOR (1920–1977) has been called 
“one of the hidden geniuses of the twentieth century” (Colm Tóibín), “a penetrating 
genius” (Donna Seaman, Booklist), and “one of the twentieth century’s most mysterious 
writers” (Orhan Pamuk). MARGARET JULL COSTA has won the Oxford-Weidenfeld 
Translation Prize four times, as well as the Premio Valle-Inclán, the International Dublin 
Literary Award, and the 2008 PEN Prize for best translation from any language for 
The Maias by Eça de Queirós (New Directions, 2007). ROBIN PATTERSON has 
translated works by José Luandino Vieira and José Luís Peixoto. With Margaret Jull 
Costa he has cotranslated Machado de Assis’s Collected Stories and The Posthumous 
Memoirs of Brás Cubas, along with other works. He lives in London.

ALSO BY CLARICE LISPECTOR:

THE HOUR OF THE STAR
978-0-8112-1949-5 • $12.95

THE COMPLETE STORIES 
978-0-8112-2793-3 • $21.95
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Evelio Rosero

I was alone when someone pounded on my door. Who could it be?

So begins Toño the Infallible, Evelio Rosero’s gripping novel about an intense 
relationship between a writer and a sociopath. Visited by his friend (a kind of 
Colombian Rasputin) seemingly at the verge of death, the writer, Eri, looks 
back on the arc of both of their lives. Unique in both its tone and its structure, 
the novel takes us from their student days (school fights, playground revela-
tions, and an unforgettable trip to the seaside) into their adult years, involving 
rumors of a hippie cult and a bizarre raucous theater exhibit of history’s most 
violent crimes. Toño uses his charm and wealth—as well as reputed magical 
powers—to manipulate others, but it isn’t until the end of the book that the 
devastating truth is revealed—and how true is it? Reminiscent of the fiction of 
Roberto Bolaño and the films of Alfonso Cuarón, this brilliant novel takes us 
into the heart of his country’s darkness, creating an unforgettable portrait of a 
society where humanity still endures, despite its brutality.

“Rosero’s prose, translated with lyricism by McLean and Meadowcroft, con-
veys the characters’ horrifying human nature with aplomb.” 
—PUBLISHERS WEEKLY

“Rosero affirms unashamedly that literature can and should change social 
reality.” —ANTONIO UNGAR, BOMB

An unforgettable yet humane novel that takes us 
into the heart of Colombia’s brutal society, by one 
of the country’s most renowned writers

• Translated from the Spanish by Victor Meadowcroft and Anne McLean

Toño the Infallible

EVELIO ROSERO is one of Colombia’s most important living writers. The author of 
37 books that have been translated into 12 languages, Rosero won the Tusquets Prize 
in 2006, the Foreign Fiction Prize in 2009, and Colombia’s National Literature Prize in 
2014. He lives in Bogotá. VICTOR MEADOWCROFT lives in Brighton, England. 
He translates from the Spanish and Portuguese. ANNE McLEAN lives in Toronto 
and has translated the works of authors including Javier Cercas, Julio Cortázar, Juan 
Gabriel Vásquez, and Enrique Vila-Matas.
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ALSO BY EVELIO ROSERO:

THE ARMIES
978-0-8112-1864-1 • $14.95

STRANGER TO THE MOON
978-0-8112-2862-6 • $13.95
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Kathryn Scanlan

KATHRYN SCANLAN received a 2021 American Academy of Arts and Letters 
Award for “exceptional accomplishment” in literature. Her story collection The Domi-
nant Animal was named a Best Book of 2020 by The Guardian, Southwest Review, 
and Publishers Weekly, and her first book, Aug 9—Fog, was praised in a starred 
review by Publishers Weekly as “an outstanding debut, profound and moving: Scan-
lan’s portrait of an everywoman feels entirely new.” She lives in Los Angeles.

Kathryn Scanlan’s Kick the Latch vividly captures the arc of one woman’s life 
at the racetrack—the flat land and ramshackle backstretch; the bad feelings 
and friction; the winner’s circle and the racetrack bar; the fancy suits and 
fancy boots; and the “particular language” of “grooms, jockeys, trainers, racing 
secretaries, stewards, pony people, hotwalkers, everybody”—with economy 
and integrity. 

Based on transcribed interviews with Sonia, a horse trainer, the novel 
investigates form and authenticity in a feat of synthesis reminiscent of Charles 
Reznikoff’s Testimony. As Scanlan puts it, “I wanted to preserve—amplify, ex-
aggerate—Sonia’s idiosyncratic speech, her bluntness, her flair as a storyteller. 
I arrived at what you could call a composite portrait of a self.” Whittled down 
with a fiercely singular artistry, Kick the Latch bangs out of the starting gate 
and carries the reader on a careening joyride around the inside track.

“I have been following Kathryn Scanlan’s original voice for years. In her new 
venture—an unusually intimate, clear-eyed portrait of a tough and engaging 
woman conveyed in revelatory vignettes—every word is essential.”
—AMY HEMPEL

“Kathryn Scanlan has performed a magical act of empathic ventriloquy in Kick 
the Latch. This immediate, engrossing immersion in another life and world, so 
personally and passionately told, is compulsively readable.” —LYDIA DAVIS

About one woman’s fine, hard life at the racetrack, 
Kick the Latch–with its ruthless concision and 
artful mysteries–is lightning in a bottle
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Rosemary Tonks

ROSEMARY TONKS (1928-2014) published two poetry collections and six nov-
els, and wrote for The Observer, The Times, The New York Review of Books, The 
New Statesman, and Encounter, and presented poetry programs for the BBC.

Why do the only men I know carry wet umbrellas and say “Umm?” I’m being 
starved alive. Quick: the first bookshop for a copy of the Kama-Sutra.

Min works at the BBC as a sound engineer, and in theory she’s married, but 
her husband George is so invisible that she accidentally turns the lights off 
even when he’s still in the room. Luckily, she has her friends and lovers to dis-
tract her: in Min’s self-lacerating, bracingly opinionated voice, life boils down 
to sex appeal—and of late she’s being courted by an internationally renowned 
opera singer whom she refers to as The Bloater (a swelled, salted herring). 
Disgusted by and attracted to him in equal measure, her dilemma—which 
reaches a hysterical, hilarious pitch—is whether to sleep with him or not.

Rosemary Tonks—the salt and pepper of the earth—is a writer who gets 
her claws into the reader with all the joy of a cat and a mouse. Vain and mate-
rialistic, tender and savage, narrated in brilliant, sparkling prose, The Bloater 
is the perfect snapshot of London in the 1960s.

“Uncommonly good.” —THE GUARDIAN

“Writing like this — a bit of Rhys, a bit of Knut Hamsun, a bit of Wyndham Lewis, 
a bit of Muriel Spark, overlaying the everlasting Shakespeare/Austen/ Brontë/
George Eliot marriage drama — is far too beautiful and accomplished to be 
kept off the shelf. It catches like nothing else the smogs, the rodentine genes, 
the murky post-War grays, the lurking sexual violence of London, between 
Hangover Square and Carnaby Street.” 
—MICHAEL HOFMANN, POETRY MAGAZINE

“The Bloater delights us by its wit, relish, and new-minted metaphors.”
—DAILY TELEGRAPH

A rediscovered literary classic, The Bloater is a 
rollicking hothouse novel where love and repulsion 
are two paths to the same abyss
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Hiroko Oyamada

Born in Hiroshima in 1983, HIROKO OYAMADA won the Shincho Prize for New 
Writers for The Factory, which was drawn from her experiences working as a temp 
at an automaker’s subsidiary. Her following novel, The Hole, won the Akutagawa 
Prize. DAVID BOYD is Assistant Professor of Japanese at the University of North 
Carolina at Charlotte.

In three interconnected scenes, Hiroko Oyamada revisits the same set of 
characters at different junctures in their lives. In the back room of a pet store 
full of rare and exotic fish, old friends discuss dried shrimp and a strange new 
relationship. A couple who recently moved into a rustic home in the mountains 
discovers an unsettling solution to their weasel infestation. And a dinner party 
during a blizzard leads to a night in a room filled with aquariums and unpleas-
ant dreams. Like Oyamada’s previous novels, Weasels in the Attic sets its 
sights on the overlooked aspects of contemporary Japanese society, and does 
so with a surreal sensibility that is entirely her own.

Praise for Hiroko Oyamada:

“Nothing feels fixed; everything in the book might be a hallucination.”
—PARUL SEHGAL, THE NEW YORK TIMES

“Surreal and mesmerizing.”
—HILARY LEICHTER, THE NEW YORK TIMES

“Horrific and scary, while at the same time affirming and beautiful.”
—THE NEW REPUBLIC

From the acclaimed author of The Hole and The 
Factory, a thrilling and mysterious novel that 
explores fertility, masculinity, and marriage in 
contemporary Japan

• Translated from the Japanese by David Boyd
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Weasels in the Attic

ALSO BY HIROKO OYAMADA:

THE FACTORY
978-0-8112-2885-5 • $13.95

THE HOLE
978-0-8112-2887-9 • $12.95
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OSAMU DAZAI (1909–1948) was born into a powerful landowning family of 
Northern Japan. A brilliant student, he entered the French Department of Tokyo Uni-
versity in 1930, but later boasted that in the five years before he left without a degree 
he had never attended a lecture. Dazai was famous for confronting head-on the social 
and moral crises of postwar Japan: he committed suicide by throwing himself into 
Tokyo’s Tamagawa Reservoir. His body was found on what would have been his 39th 
birthday. DONALD KEENE, the author of dozens of books in both English and 
Japanese as well as the famed translator of Dazai, Kawabata, and Mishima, was the 
first non-Japanese to receive the Yomiuri Prize for Literature.

Mine has been a life of much shame. I can’t even guess myself what it must 
be to live the life of a human being.

Portraying himself as a failure, the protagonist of Osamu Dazai’s No Longer 
Human narrates a seemingly normal life even while he feels himself incapable 
of understanding human beings. His attempts to reconcile himself to the world 
around him begin in early childhood, continue through high school, where 
he becomes a “clown” to mask his alienation, and eventually lead to a failed 
suicide attempt as an adult. Without sentimentality, he records the casual 
cruelties of life and its fleeting moments of human connection and tender-
ness. Still one of the ten bestselling books in Japan, No Longer Human is an 
important and unforgettable modern classic: “The struggle of the individual to 
fit into a normalizing society remains just as relevant today as it was at the time 
of writing.” (The Japan Times)

“From the point of view of wholesome common sense, Dazai’s writings may be 
regarded as the soliloquies of a deviant.” —YASUNARI KAWABATA

“No Longer Human is his masterpiece, though all his work is worthy. Dazai 
was an aristocratic tramp, a self-described delinquent, yet he wrote with the 
forbearance of a fasting scribe.” —PATTI SMITH

Now in a gift cloth edition, No Longer Human 
ponders profound alienation

• Translated from the Japanese by Donald Keene

No Longer Human

Osamu Dazai

CLOTH
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This powerful novel of a nation in social and moral crisis was first published 
by New Directions in 1956. Set in the early postwar years, The Setting Sun 
probes the destructive effects of war and the transition from a feudal Japan to 
an industrial society. The influence of Osamu Dazai’s novel has made “people 
of the setting sun” a permanent part of the Japanese language, and his hero-
ine, Kazuko, a young aristocrat who deliberately abandons her class, a symbol 
of the anomie which pervades so much of the modern world.

“Dazai offers something permanent and beautiful.”
—THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW

“I like Dazai a lot.” —WONG KAR-WAI

“What I despise about Dazai is that he exposes precisely those things in myself 
that I most want to hide.” —YUKIO MISHIMA

Now in a beautiful gift cloth edition, a masterpiece 
of postwar Japanese literature

• Translated from the Japanese by Donald Keene

The Setting Sun 

Osamu Dazai

CLOTH
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H. D.

A feminist icon as well as a major twentieth-century poet, H. D. (the pen name of 
Hilda Doolittle, 1886–1961) wrote several volumes of poetry, fiction, and nonfiction 
and was an exquisite translator of classical Greek drama. FRANCESCA WADE is 
the author of Square Haunting (2020).

This autobiographical novel by the Imagist poet H. D. (1886–1961) is a rare 
and hallucinatory treasure. In writing HERmione, H. D. returned to a year in 
her life that was “peculiarly blighted.” She was in her early twenties—“a disap-
pointment to her father, an odd duckling to her mother, an importunate, over-
grown, unincarnated entity that had no place.” She had failed at Bryn Mawr, 
she felt hemmed in by her family, and she did not yet know what she was going 
to do with her life. The return from Europe of the wild-haired George Lowndes 
(Ezra Pound) expanded her horizons but threatened her sense of self. An 
intense new friendship with Fayne Rabb (Frances Josepha Gregg), an odd girl, 
brought an atmosphere that made our heroine’s hold on everyday reality more 
tenuous. As Francesca Wade writes in her new introduction, “HERmione is 
H. D.’s rejoinder to mythic authority: her portrait of an artist groping her way 
slowly towards self-expression ends with her sexuality and artistic powers 
awoken, ready to name herself so all the world might know who she is.” 

“She showed a way to penetrate mystery; which means, not to flood the 
darkness with light so that darkness is destroyed, but to enter into darkness, 
mystery, so that it is experienced.” —DENISE LEVERTOV

“The work of an imagination that incorporates boldly the modern conscious-
ness and aesthetic and the traditional, psychoanalytic realism and hermetic 
visionary experience of a passionate life in its old age.” —ROBERT DUNCAN

The famously radical portrait of an artist’s life 
by one of the most celebrated poets of the last 
century

• Introduction by Francesca Wade
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HERmione

ALSO BY H. D.:

COLLECTED POEMS 1912-1944
978-0-8112-0971-7 • $28.95

TRILOGY
978-0-8112-1399-8 • $15.95

HELEN IN EGYPT
978-0-8112-0544-3 • $20.95
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Alexander Lernet-Holenia

The greatest novelist of the netherworld darkness stretching on beyond death, 
ALEXANDER LERNET-HOLENIA (1897–1976) was born into the aristocracy 
of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. His novels have been acclaimed for their “dauntless 
panache: fast-moving, cleverly convoluted, terrific” (Eileen Battersby, Irish Times). The 
prominent 20th-century American translators RICHARD & CLARA WINSTON, 
born in New York and educated at Brooklyn College, won several awards (the Ameri-
can Book Award and the PEN Translation Prize) for their translations of Thomas Mann, 
Franz Kafka, Hannah Arendt, Albert Speer, and Hermann Hesse.

A novel of love and valor, war and stupidity, life and death (as well as what 
may lay beyond our mortal coils), Baron Bagge concerns a young Austrian 
cavalry lieutenant in the Carpathian mountains at the beginning of WWI. The 
baron leads a desperate charge across a bridge to meet the Russian forces, 
following the orders of his mentally unstable commander:

“We were soon to have proof of his unreliability… But perhaps it is not 
right to place the blame on him. Perhaps his foolishness was merely the instru-
ment of fate, and the disaster into which he led his squadron, the slaughter of 
so many men and horses, took place in order that something which could no 
longer happen within the realm of the living—because it was too late—could 
happen after life.” And, swaying in a kind of fugue, the baron wanders off the 
bridge into unknown realms, where—mesmerized by Lernet-Holenia’s phos-
phorescent style—the reader joins his waking dream.

“Brilliant, extra stylish, excellently written and fearsomely gripping.”
—THE LONDON TIMES

“A rare and special pleasure—your Baron Bagge is a masterpiece! It is posi-
tively magical the way dream and reality glide seamlessly into one another, 
creating a realm of visionary luminescence, a visual plenitude whose color 
derives from fever and coursing blood: in this flawless chef d’oeuvre, every 
word and every sentence rests lightly right where it belongs. Truly you wrote 
this unforgettable novella in a state of grace.” —STEFAN ZWEIG

This astonishing short novel concerns the 
unfathomable, otherworldly experiences of an 
aristocratic young calvary officer in WWI

• Translated from the German by Richard & Clara Winston
• With a new introduction by Patti Smith
• Afterword with letters from Stefan Zweig
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ALSO BY ALEXANDER LERNET-HOLENIA:

COUNT LUNA
978-0-8112-2961-6 • $16.95
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ROMAIN GARY (1914–1980) was born Roman Kacew in Vilnius to a family of 
Lithuanian Jews. He changed his name when he fled occupied France to fight the 
Nazis as an RAF pilot. Using several different pen names throughout his life, Gary 
was the only writer to have received the Prix Goncourt twice. Also a diplomat and a 
filmmaker, Gary was married to the American actress Jean Seberg. He died in Paris 
in 1980 from a self-inflicted gunshot wound. RALPH MANHEIM (1907–1992) 
was an American translator of German and French literature. His first major work was 
translating Hitler’s Mein Kampf into English. Manheim won many awards in his life-
time, including a MacArthur genius grant, a Guggenheim Fellowship, and a National 
Book Award. JAMES LAUGHLIN (1936-1997), publisher, poet, and essayist, was 
founder of New Directions.

Momo has been one of the ever-changing ragbag of whores’ children at Ma-
dame Rosa’s boarding house in Paris ever since he can remember. But when 
the check that pays for his keep no longer arrives and as Madame Rosa be-
comes too ill to climb the stairs to their apartment, he determines to support 
her any way he can. This sensitive, slightly macabre love story between Momo 
and Madame Rosa has a supporting cast of transvestites, pimps, and witch 
doctors from Paris’s immigrant slum, Belleville. Profoundly moving, The Life 
Before Us won France’s premier literary prize, the Prix Goncourt.

“A tour de force on several levels.”
–JOHN L. HESS, THE NEW YORK TIMES

“Blissful: in Gary’s hands fiction itself is a form of resistance.”
—THE GUARDIAN

“Epic and energetic.” —BBC

Now back in print, this heartbreaking novel by 
Romain Gary has inspired two movies, including 
the Netflix feature The Life Ahead 

• Translated from the French by Ralph Manheim
• Afterword by James Laughlin

The Life Before Us

Romain Gary
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ALSO BY ROMAIN GARY:

THE KITES
978-0-8112-2920-3 • $16.95

PROMISE AT DAWN
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Hilton Als

The Pulitzer Prize–winner HILTON ALS has been hailed as “exhilarating and auda-
cious” (San Francisco Chronicle), “spectacular” (Bookforum), and “thoroughly wise” 
(Library Journal). He is a staff writer at The New Yorker and an Associate Professor 
at Columbia University School of the Arts. He lives in New York City.

In this brilliant two-part memoir, the Pulitzer Prize–winning writer Hilton Als 
distills into one cocktail the deep and potent complexities of love and of loss, 
of Prince and of power, of desire and of race. It’s delicious and it’s got the kick 
of a mule, especially as Als swirls into his mix the downtown queer nightclub 
scene, the AIDS crisis, Prince’s ass in his tight little pants, an ill-fated peach 
pie, Dorothy Parker, and his desire for true love. 

Always surprising and stealthily—even painfully—moving, Als plumbs 
longing: “I inched closer to him as he danced to you, Prince. But already he 
was you, Prince, in my mind. He had the same coloring, and the same loneli-
ness I wanted to fill with my admiration. I couldn’t love him enough. We were 
colored boys together. There is not enough of that in the world, Prince—but 
you know that. Still, when other people see that kind of fraternity they want to 
kill it. But we were so committed to each other, we never could work out what 
that violence meant. There was so much love between us. Why didn’t anyone 
want us to share it?”

“Als is one of the most consistently unpredictable and surprising essayists out 
there, an author who confounds our expectations virtually every time he writes: 
Magnificent.” —DAVID L. ULIN, LOS ANGELES TIMES
 
“Als is a fine, piercing observer and interpreter, a writer of lashing exactitude 
and veracity.” —DONNA SEAMAN, BOOKLIST

Marrying the memoir and essay forms while 
exploring desire, Prince, and racism, Hilton Als’s 
My Pinup expands and delivers love
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Bernadette Mayer

BERNADETTE MAYER was born in Brooklyn, NY, in 1945. A most prolific poet, 
her first book was published when she was twenty-three years old. For many years 
Mayer lived and worked on Manhattan’s Lower East Side. She was the Director of 
St. Mark’s Poetry Project from 1980 to 1984. Now, many texts later she continues to 
write progressive poetry from her home in East Nassau, New York. Mayer has received 
grants, fellowships, and awards from: the Guggenheim Foundation, PEN American 
Center, Foundation for Contemporary Performing Art, the NEA, the Academy of 
American Poets, and the American Academy of Arts and Letters. New Directions has 
published seven of her books and Siglio Press recently reissued her landmark work 
Memory in full color.

Milkweed Smithereens gathers lively, wickedly smart, intimate, and indelible 
Bernadette Mayer poems: the volume ranges from brand-new nature poems, 
pastiches, sequences, epigrams, and excerpts from her Covid Diary and Sec-
ond World of Nature to early poems and sonnets found in the attic or rooted 
out in the UC San Diego archive. The world of nature and the pandemic loom 
large, as in her “The Lobelias of Fear”:
 

…but how will we, still alive, socialize
in the winter? wrapped in bear skins
we’ll sit around pot-bellied stoves eating
the lobelias of fear left over from desperation,
last summer’s woodland sunflowers and bee balm remind us of black
cherries eaten in a hurry
while the yard grows in the moonlight
shrinking like a salary …

“Mayer writes the kind of nonsense that makes sense, and sense that is non-
sense: I can’t think of a better centering device in these topsy-turvy times.”
—DANIEL WENGER, THE NEW YORKER

“A poet of extraordinary inventiveness, erotic energy and challenge, and ironic 
intelligence.” —MICHAEL PALMER

“A consummate poet: would that all genius were as generous.”
—ROBERT CREELEY

A career-spanning bouquet of poems by the 
peerless and inimitable Bernadette Mayer
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Milkweed Smithereens

ALSO BY BERNADETTE MAYER:

WORKS AND DAYS
978-0-8112-2517-5 • $15.95

MIDWINTER DAY
978-0-8112-1406-3 • $15.95
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László Krasznahorkai 

Winner of the 2015 Man Booker International Prize and the 2019 National Book 
Award, LÁSZLÓ KRASZNAHORKAI was born in Gyula, Hungary. In the New 
York Review of Books, Adam Thirlwell proclaimed that “Krasznahorkai has come up 
with his own original forms—there is nothing else like them in contemporary litera-
ture.” OTTILIE MULZET received the Best Translated Book Award in 2014 for her 
translation of Krasznahorkai’s Seiobo There Below and the National Book Award for 
Translated Literature in 2019 for Baron Wenckheim’s Homecoming. 

The grandson of Prince Genji lives outside of space and time and wanders the 
grounds of an old monastery in Kyoto. The monastery, too, is timeless: a place 
of prayer and deliverance, with barely a trace of any human presence. The 
wanderer is searching for a garden that has long captivated him: “he continu-
ally saw the garden in his mind’s eye without being able to touch its existence.”

This exquisitely beautiful novel by National Book Award–winner László 
Krasznahorkai—perhaps his most serene and poetic work—describes a 
search for the unobtainable and the riches to be discovered along the way. 
Despite the difficulties in finding the garden, the reader is closely introduced 
to the construction processes of the monastery (described in poetic detail) as 
well as the geological and biological processes of the surrounding area (the 
underground layers revealed beneath a bed of moss, the travels of cypress-
tree seeds on the wind, feral foxes and stray dogs meandering outside the 
monastery’s walls), making this an unforgettable meditation on nature, life, 
history, and being.

“The universality of Krasznahorkai’s vision rivals that of Gogol’s Dead Souls 
and far surpasses all the lesser concerns of contemporary writing.”
—W. G. SEBALD
 
“The Hungarian master of the apocalypse.” —SUSAN SONTAG
 
“A vision of painstaking beauty.” —NPR
 
“One of the most mysterious artists now at work.” —COLM TÓIBÍN

A quiet, poetic, and exquisitely gorgeous novel 
describing a wandering mythic figure in a Kyoto 
monastery, by the National Book Award winner

• Translated from the Hungarian by Ottilie Mulzet

PBK NDP 1547

FICTION NOVEMBER

5 X 8" 144pp

ISBN 978-0-8112-3447-4

EBK 978-0-8112-3448-1

48 CQ TERRITORY A

US $17.95

ALSO BY LÁSZLÓ KRASZNAHORKAI:

BARON WENCKHEIM’S HOMECOMING 
978-0-8112-2664-6 • $29.95

SATANTANGO
978-0-8112-2089-7 • $15.95

THE MELANCHOLY OF RESISTANCE 
978-0-8112-1504-6 • $16.95

A Mountain to the North, a 
Lake to the South, Paths to 
the West, a River to the East
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PBK NDP

POETRY SEPTEMBER

4 X 6" 48pp

ISBN 978-0-8112-3187-9

EBK 978-0-8112-2470-3

48 CQ TERRITORY A

US $9.95 

This gem of lyric prose has enchanted both young and old for over half a 
century and is now a modern classic. Dylan Thomas (1914–1953), one of the 
greatest poets and storytellers of the twentieth century, captures a child’s-eye 
view and an adult’s fond memories of a magical time of presents, aunts and 
uncles, the frozen sea, and in the best of circumstances, newly fallen snow.

“Enchanting.” —CHICAGO TRIBUNE

“The language is enchanting and the poetry shines with an unearthly radiance.” 
—THE NEW YORK TIMES

“A merrier and more pungent celebration of the season for family reading aloud 
has not been written in our time.” —THE NATION

“Surely this Christmas story ranks among the great experiences of the lan-
guage.” —HARPER’S MAGAZINE

The classic Christmas tale, now available again in 
its beloved original format

• Illustrations by Ellen Raskin

A Child’s Christmas in Wales

Dylan Thomas

The reputation of the Welsh poet DYLAN THOMAS (1914–1953) as one of the 
greatest poets of the twentieth century has not waned in the fifty years since his death. 
His work, noted for its lush metaphors, musicality, and playfulness within traditional 
forms, was largely responsible for modernizing poetic verse. Thomas also wrote cap-
tivating short stories, a novella, several screenplays, and radio plays, as well as his 
delightful stage play Under Milk Wood—all infused with his passion for the English 
language and his enduring love of Wales.

ALSO BY DYLAN THOMAS

THE COLLECTED POEMS
978-0-8112-1881-8 • $16.95

UNDER MILK WOOD
978-0-8112-2092-7 • $16.95
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CLOTH 

POETRY 

5 X 9" 112pp

ISBN 978-0-8112-3123-7

48 CQ TERRITORY A

US $25.95 

H of H Playbook

Anne Carson

H of H Playbook is an explosion of thought, in drawings and language, about a 
Greek tragedy called Herakles by the 5th-century BC poet Euripides. In myth 
Herakles is an embodiment of manly violence who returns home after years 
of making war on enemies and monsters (his famous “Labors of Herakles”) 
to find he cannot adapt himself to a life of peacetime domesticity. He goes 
berserk and murders his whole family. Suicide is his next idea. Amazingly, 
this does not happen. Due to the intervention of his friend Theseus, Herakles 
comes to believe he is not, after all, indelibly stained by his own crimes, nor 
is his life without value. It remains for the reader to judge this redemptive 
outcome.

“A facsimile of Carson’s own personal playbook, H of H is a performance of 
thought, one that speaks not only to the heroic past but to the tragic present.”
—CASEY CEP, THE NEW YORKER

CLOTH 

GRAPHIC NOVEL 

9 X 12" 80pp

ISBN 978-0-8112-3079-7

48 CQ TERRITORY A

US $19.95 

The Trojan Women

Rosanna Bruno & Anne Carson

Here is a new comic-book version of Euripides’s classic The Trojan Women, 
which follows the fates of Hekabe, Andromache, and Kassandra after Troy has 
been sacked and all its men killed. This collaboration between the visual artist 
Rosanna Bruno and the poet and classicist Anne Carson attempts to give a 
genuine representation of how human beings are affected by warfare. There-
fore, all the characters take the form of animals (except Kassandra, whose 
mind is in another world).

“A loose, peculiar, and deeply affecting adaptation of the antiwar tragedy by 
Euripides.” 
—HILLARY CHUTE, THE NEW YORK TIMES, BEST GRAPHIC NOVELS 
OF 2021

Featuring Anne Carson
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CLOTH 

FICTION 

6 X 9" 96pp

ISBN 978-0-8112-2797-1

48 CQ TERRITORY A

US $19.95 

Chasing Homer

László Krasznahorkai

In this thrilling chase narrative, a hunted being escapes certain death at break-
neck speed—careening through Europe, heading blindly South … Kraszna-
horkai—celebrated for the exhilarating energy of his prose—outdoes himself 
in Chasing Homer. And this unique collaboration boasts beautiful full-color 
paintings by Max Neumann and—reaching out of the book proper—the wildly 
percussive music of Szilveszter Miklós scored for each chapter (to be ac-
cessed by the reader via QR codes).

“The Hungarian iconoclast’s vision of spiritual terror is now available in sur-
round sound.” —SAM SACKS, THE WALL STREET JOURNAL

CLOTH 

FICTION 

5 X 8" 576pp

ISBN 978-0-8112-2664-6

24 CQ TERRITORY A

US $29.95 

Baron Wenckheim’s 
Homecoming

László Krasznahorkai

WINNER OF THE 2019 NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FOR TRANSLATED 
LITERATURE

Set in contemporary times, Baron Wenckheim’s Homecoming tells the story 
of a Prince Myshkin–like figure, Baron Béla Wenckheim, who returns at the 
end of his life to his provincial Hungarian hometown. Having escaped from 
his many casino debts in Buenos Aires, where he was living in exile, he longs 
to be reunited with his high-school sweetheart Marika. Confusions abound, 
and what follows is an endless storm of gossip, con men, and local politicians, 
vividly evoking the small town’s alternately drab and absurd existence.

“Krasznahorkai’s headlong comedy of obsession and wonderful squalor set 
in small-town Hungary. Majestic.” —NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW

• Translated from the Hungarian by Ottilie Mulzet

• Translated from the Hungarian by John Batki

Featuring László Krasznahorkai
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CLOTH 

FICTION 

5 X 8" 288pp

ISBN 978-0-8112-2419-2

48 CQ TERRITORY A

US $24.95 

The World Goes On

László Krasznahorkai

In The World Goes On, a narrator first speaks directly, then narrates a number 
of unforgettable stories, and then bids farewell (“here I would leave this earth 
and these stars, because I would take nothing with me”). As László Kraszna-
horkai himself explains: “Each text is about drawing our attention away from 
this world, speeding our body toward annihilation, and immersing ourselves 
in a current of thought or a narrative…”

“Krasznahorkai brings elements of Gogol, Bulgakov, Beckett and Bernhard to 
inimitable, always sympathetic fictions that provoke, entertain and often move 
us. Over twenty-one stories in The World Goes On … Krasznahorkai’s epic 
sentences show how, in reality, human thought and speech never fully stop, 
they merely pause. Deeply resonant.” —EILEEN BATTERSBY, TLS

• Translated from the Hungarian by George Szirtes, John Batki & Ottilie Mulzet

WAR AND WAR
978-0-8112-1609-8

SATANTANGO
978-0-8112-2089-7

THE MELANCHOLY OF RESISTANCE
978-0-8112-1504-6

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM NEW DIRECTIONS:
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AVAILABLE AUGUST 2022

Created and curated by the writer and translator Gini Alhadeff, Storybook 
ND—a new series of slim hardcover fiction books—aims to deliver the plea-
sure of reading a great book from cover to cover in an afternoon. The series, 
beautifully designed by Peter Mendelsund, will feature original works by be-
loved New Directions authors, and will also introduce new writers to the list. As 
Alhadeff notes, “There’s nothing sweeter than to fall, for a few hours, between 
the covers of a perfect book! And the image on the front, by a contemporary 
artist such as Francesco Clemente or Wayne Thiebaud, will draw you in. Lon-
ger stories or shorter novels with a beautiful face: that’s Storybook ND.”

Storybook ND

SPADEWORK FOR A PALACE
László Krasznahorkai
978-0-8112-2840-4

THREE STREETS
Yoko Tawada

978-0-8112-2930-2

EARLY LIGHT 
Osamu Dazai

978-0-8112-3198-5

THE ENGLISH UNDERSTAND 
WOOL

Helen DeWitt
978-0-8112-3007-0

THE FAMOUS MAGICIAN
César Aira

978-0-8112-2889-3

THE WOMAN WHO KILLED 
THE FISH

Clarice Lispector
978-0-8112-2960-9
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Recent Highlights

THE EMPLOYEES
Olga Ravn

978-0-8112-3135-0

OREO
Fran Ross

978-0-8112-2322-5

A SHOCK
Keith Ridgway

978-0-8112-3085-8

COUNTERNARRATIVES
John Keene

978-0-8112-2552-6

COLD ENOUGH FOR SNOW
Jessica Au

978-0-8112-3155-8

SCATTERED ALL OVER THE 
EARTH

Yoko Tawada
978-0-8112-2928-9

PARADAIS
Fernanda Melchor

978-0-8112-3132-9

LUCKY BREAKS
Yevgenia Belorusets
978-0-8112-2984-5

THE WALL
Marlen Haushofer

978-0-8112-3194-7
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Foreign Rights Information

CONTACT INFORMATION
New Directions
80 Eighth Avenue, 19th Floor
New York, NY 10011
(212) 255-0230
Visit us online: ndbooks.com

To request advance or review copies of any of our titles, please e-mail us at publicity@ndbooks.com. Along with your request, please include your 
affiliation and provide links to previous reviews (if available). We will try to respond to these requests as quickly as possible and will let you know if 
we have any questions. 

Desk copy requests should be sent to deskcopies@ndbooks.com and must be sent from an official university e-mail account. Please include, in the 
body of the e-mail, the name of the professor, course description, and expected enrollment, as well as the title, author, and ISBN of the book you 
would like, along with a mailing address. (Please note that desk copies cannot be mailed to home addresses.) Kindly allow up to three weeks for 
these requests to be processed.

WORKS CONTROLLED BY NEW DIRECTIONS ARE HANDLED IN THE FOLLOWING COUNTRIES AS INDICATED
Brazil: Agência Literária Riff, Ltda., Ac. Calógeras, 06 sala 1007 Rio de Janeiro, RJ 20030-070, Brazil—Attention: Ms. Lucia Riff
British Commonwealth: Peters, Fraser & Dunlop Literary Agents., Drury House 34-43 Russell Street, London WC2B 5HA, England—Attention: Ms. Daisy Chandley
France: Agence Michelle Lapautre, 91 ter, rue du Cherche-Midi, 75006 Paris—Attention: Ms. Catherine Lapautre
Germany: Agence Hoffman, Landshuter Allee 49, 80637 Munich—Attention: Ms. Luisa Straub
Israel: Deborah Harris Agency, POB 8528, Jerusalem 91083, Israel—Attention: Ms. Deborah Harris
Italy: Italian Literary Agency, Via De Amicis, 53 20123 Milano—Attention: Ms. Beatrice Beraldo
Japan: Orion Literary Agency, 1-58 Kanda-Jimbocho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101—Attention: Mr. Harumi Sakai
Spain: Agencia Literaria Carmen Balcells, Diagonal 580, 08021 Barcelona—Attention: Ms. Anna Bofill
Turkey: AnatoliaLit Agency, Caferaga Mah, Gunesli Bahce Sok. No 48, Or. Ko. Apt. B Blok D4, 34710 Kadikoy, Istanbul, Turkey—Attention: Ms. Büsra Uyar

INTERNATIONAL SALES REPRESENTATIVES
UNITED KINGDOM, EIRE, EUROPE, THE MIDDLE EAST, AFRICA: W. W. Norton & Company, Ltd., 15 Carlisle Street, London W1D 3BS, United Kingdom, Tel: 
(44) 20 7323 1579, Fax (44) 20 7436 4553, e-mail: office@wwnorton.co.uk • CANADA: Publishers Group Canada, 201-128A Sterling Road, Toronto, Ontario, 
Canada, MGR 2B7, Tel: (416) 934-9900, Fax: (416) 934-1410, e-mail: info@pgcbooks.ca, customerservice@raincoast.com • AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND: John 
Wiley & Sons Australia, Ltd., 42 McDougall Street, Milton, Queensland 4064, Tel: (61) 7 3859 9755, Fax: (61) 7 3859 9715, e-mail: custservice@wiley.com • JA-
PAN: Rockbook – Gilles Fauveau, Expirime 5F 10-10 Ichibancho, Chiyoda-ku, 102-0082 Tokyo, Japan, Tel: (81) 90 9700 2481, Tel: (81) 90 3962 4650, e-mail: ayako@
rockbook.net, e-mail: gfauveau@rockbook.net • TAIWAN & KOREA: B. K. Norton Ltd., 5F, 60 Roosevelt Road, Sec. 4, Taipei 100, Taiwan, Tel (886) 2 6632 0088, Fax 
(886) 2 2368 8929, e-mail: lillianh@bookman.com.tw • HONG KONG & MACAU: Asia Publishers Services Limited, Units B&D, 17/F Gee Chang Hong Centre, 65 
Wong Chuk Hang Road, Aberdeen, Hong Kong, Tel (852) 2553 9289, Fax (852) 2554 2914, e-mail: apshksales@asiapubs.com.hk • PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF 
CHINA: Everest International Publishing Services, Wei Zhao, Director, 2-1-503 UHN Intl, 2 Xi Ba He Dong Li, Beijing 100028, Tel  (86) 10 5130 1051, Fax (86) 10 
5130 1052, Mobile (86) 13 6830 18054, e-mail: wzbooks@aol.com • SINGAPORE, MALAYSIA, BRUNEI: Pansing Distribution Pte Ltd, 1 New Industrial Road, 
Times Centre, Singapore 536196, Tel  (65) 6319 9939 Fax (65) 6459 4930, e-mail: infobooks@pansing.com • MEXICO, SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICA, THE 
CARIBBEAN: US PubRep, Inc., 5000 Jasmine Drive, Rockville, MD 20853 USA, Tel (301) 838 9276, Fax (301) 838 9278, e-mail: craigfalk@aya.yale.edu 

SALES TERRITORIES
W: World; A: World, including Canada, but excluding the remainder of the British Commonwealth; B: World, except the British Commonwealth and Canada; C: World, 
including Canada, but excluding the British Commonwealth and European Union; D: World, excluding Canada, the British Commonwealth and the European Union;  
I: World, excluding India, Pakistan, and territories; X: United States and dependencies only; Y: Canada, United States and dependencies only

MORE INFORMATION
Declan Spring, Foreign Rights Director. E-mail: dspring@ndbooks.com • Tel: 212-255-0230
This catalog describes books to be published from September 2022 to November 2022. Prices are subject to change. 

Hilton Als, MY PINUP • British and Translation rights: The Wylie Agency, 
250 W. 57th Street, Suite 2114, New York, NY 10107 • Territory: A

Osamu Dazai, NO LONGER HUMAN and THE SETTING SUN • British 
rights: New Directions • Territory: W

H.D., HERMIONE • British and Translation rights: New Directions • 
Territory: A

Romain Gary, THE LIFE BEFORE US • British and Translation rights: 
Mercure de France, 26 rue de Condé, 75006 Paris, France • Territory: A

Laszlo Krasznahorkai, A MOUNTAIN TO THE NORTH . . . , BARON 
WENCKHEIM’S HOMECOMING and THE WORLD GOES ON • British 
rights: Profile Books, 28 Cloth Fair, London EC1A 7JQ, England • 
Translation rights: Rogers, Coleridge & White, Ltd., 20 Powis Mews, 
London W11 1JN, England • Territory: A

Alexander Lernet-Holenia, BARON BAGGE • British rights: Penguin 
Books, Ltd., 20 Vauxhall Bridge Rd., London SW1V 2SA, England 
• Translation rights: Adelphi Edizioni, Via San Giovanni sul Muro 14, 
20121 Milano, Italy • Territory: A

Clarice Lispector, TOO MUCH OF LIFE • British rights: Penguin Books, 
Ltd., 20 Vauxhall Bridge Rd., London SW1V 2SA, England • Translation 
rights: Agencia Literaria Carmen Balcells, 580 Diagonal, Barcelona 
08021, Spain • Territory: A

Bernadette Mayer, MILKWEED SMITHEREENS • British and Translation 
rights: New Directions • Territory: W

Hiroko Oyamada, WEASELS IN THE ATTIC • British rights: New 
Directions • Translation rights: Shinchosha Publishing Co., Ltd., 71 
Yaraicho, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 162-8711, Japan • Territory: A

Evelio Rosero, TOÑO THE INFALLIBLE • British and Translation rights: 
Tusquets Editores, 662-664 Diagonal, Barcelona, 08034, Spain • 
Territory: A

Kathryn Scanlan, KICK THE LATCH • British and Translation rights: 
David Higham Associates, Waverley House, 6th Floor, 7-12 Noel Street, 
London W1F 8CQ, England • Territory: A

Dylan Thomas, A CHILD’S CHRISTMAS IN WALES • British and 
Translation rights: David Higham Associates, Waverley House, 6th 
Floor, 7-12 Noel Street, London W1F 8CQ, England • Territory: A

Rosemary Tonks, THE BLOATER • British and Translation rights: Curtis 
Brown, Haymarket House, 28-29 Haymarket, London SW1Y 4SP, 
England • Territory: A


